April 9, 2010 Scouting Report – Dog days of Spring? Daytime highs drop from 70s to 40s, Moss
sporulates, Microdochium patch starts, Keith writes of amines & esters, and Nick says SEO
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
We went backward. It felt very cold as we ended our second week in April. Plain and simple,
over the recent holiday weekend, we were spoiled temperature-wise. A quick review of high
temperatures in Chicago since the end of March tells the story. Out of eight days, we hit 70
degrees or higher on six. Over the same time period during 2008 and 2009 we were without a
single 70 degree day. On April 8, our afternoon high reached 40.5. A 30 degree shift in high
temperature was experienced. My days of layering were not over. That day’s dress included; tee
shirt + long sleeve shirt + sweater + light jacket (inside office look). Outside I added another
jacket and still got pelted with afternoon hail. Six layers to keep warm? We’re just spoiled, 2010.

Rainfall meets a wetland stream on a 50 degree day, Sunshine Course – it felt cold! Settle 4-7-10
Still, one striking aspect this spring has been the rapid green-up we have experienced. It is an
especially salient experience given the fact that for 2009 bentgrass green-up and growth was
delayed until sometime in May and even early June for some – Chicago’s north suburbs. Dear
Spring, please return. Sincerely, your finest superintendents with dear respect for Mother Nature
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2010 March-April Transition Unusually Warm
A review of daily temperature highs for two Illinois locations. A southwest Chicago suburb in
Lemont (thanks Sunshine). The trends parallel central Illinois – Peoria (thanks Pete). As we
continue to progress this spring, 2010 stands out as much warmer compared to two most recent
seasons. The forecast (next page) will be for more 70s. Rapid bentgrass green-up to continue...
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Sunshine Course (Lemont, IL)
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Mt. Hawley Country Club in Peoria (Central Illinois)

Forecast for the near future (this weekend)

Cold Chicago weather still to come, but we are up for a nice weekend rebound. Or is it reSpring?
http://weblogs.wgntv.com/chicago-weather/tom-skilling-blog/

Dog days of Spring aren’t over. After April 8 the average Chicago freezes = 4 to 6. Settle 4-9-10
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This backward week of Spring... some issues were observed
Moss (B. argentum silvery thread moss is most commonly cited moss of golf greens). Something
we seem to talk about a lot is moss – year in and year out. Why? It turns out moss is very well
adapted to encroach areas that are maintained at low mowing heights – a golf green.

sporophytes (flask-shaped)
Moss (not silvery thread moss)

A good find. Moss producing a fruiting structure on a practice green, Sunshine Course, Lemont,
IL. Each year, about Easter, moss produces sporophytes (previously thought rare). Settle 4-7-10
photo 027.jpg
Settle 4-15-09

5/13/2009 1:09 pm. Hi Derek, Glad to help. On the basis of your photo 027.jpg showing pearshaped capsules & the habitat, I would say that it's highly likely that your moss is Physcomitrium
pyriforme (Hedw.) Hampe. If you'd be willing to send me a sample, then I'd be able to say with
a higher degree of confidence. Dr. Malcolm Sargent, Dept. of Plant Biology, Univ. of Illinois
CDGA Moss Research for USGA March 1, 2007 http://usgatero.msu.edu/currentpastissues.htm
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K-State Researchers continue to study moss on greens in Kansas. Below is a survey that was
recently conducted by Dr. Megan Kennelly et al. Some interesting trends are evident.

The K-State survey captures some good facts.
1. Most superintendents have moss problems, but it typically affects a few greens per course.
2. Most superintendents are convinced moss is a growing problem.
3. Superintendents acknowledge maintenance of ‘fast greens’ has increased moss encroachment.
4. Quicksilver has become a standard treatment. Research (CDGA in 2006, and K-State with
CDGA in 2008) has found Quicksilver (carfentrazone) 6.0 oz/Acre broadcast in water equivalent
to 2 gal/1,000 sq. ft. applied twice in spring (April-May)14 days apart effectively suppresses
moss. As needed, repeat in fall in the same manner (September-October).
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Microdochium patch (M. nivale) or pink snow mold – may re-infect during cool wet periods
Now that cool, wet weather has returned it becomes important to scout for Microdochium patch.

Initial development
documented 1-25-10

Recovery of pink snow mold
on practice green collar 4-7-10

Same 2 patches originally
discovered Jan 25, 2010

Visitor Tim Sibicky sees pink snow mold activity halt as snow recedes in Chicago. Settle 3-5-10
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An example of pink snow mold activity this week on a golf green. Note the reddish-pink color
with a whitish target-like center. Could be confused as dog/animal urine damage. Settle 4-7-10

Ruby??? Dog/animal urine damage this week on a golf green. Note turf is tan-colored/dead with
enhanced color/growth on perimeter. Could be confused as microdochium patch. Settle 4-7-10
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator
A week after our first 80 degree temps of the season and we are back down to the 30’s or lower!
Our warm spell was welcomed and I know there will be more to come. For now we can still
enjoy the colors of the landscape. White from flowering pears, red from redbuds, pink of saucer
magnolias, yellow from border forsythias, and a tinge of green on the trees are all signs of a
beginning golf season. The recent warm weather has ramped up the growing degree days and
now we are actually past our target range for spraying Proxy/Primo. Embark models on GDD
Tracker are also past target. In fact our next model timing applications is to control broadleaf
weeds with ester or amine formulations. Next week, the model forecasts northern Illinois to time
ester formations while central will time for either ester or amine, and the southern portion of the
state will time for amine formulations.
The spring broadleaf model is based on research conducted at Purdue University (Schleicher,
Throssell, Reicher, and Weisenberger). They state that although fall is the best time to control
broadleaves, sometimes the spring is a time that we have more enthusiasm to make applications.
Amine and ester formulations are common within the numerous products of the broadleaf
herbicide 2,4-D. This herbicide was discovered in the 1940’s and used for vegetation control.
Today it has many different product names and the chemistry (auxin) is used not only to control
weeds but to aid in propagation of plants. To summarize their effects within herbicide use,
auxins induce unorganized growth that later crushes the vascular system. This growth can be
seen in the twisted stems (aka epinasty) of susceptible plants.
So what are the differences between the two forms? It all has to do with the chemistry and
molecular form. Essentially, the same active ingredient of 2,4-D and other auxins can have two
different formulations (ester and amine) that deliver the same active ingredient to the plant for
weed control. For the turf manager there are a few points to remember when selecting products.
Ester forms can be more active since it is more readily absorbed into the plants cuticle. The
trade-off is that ester forms are more volatile in hot weather and can travel a long distance to
non-target areas and damage desirable plants. These desirable plants may include plants like
grapes or tomatoes that only require tiny amounts to kill. Amine formulations are less effective
at cooler temps and better suited for warmer temperatures.
A few broadleaf weeds have caught my eye lately. Not only can the colors of the season be seen
in our trees and shrubs but also our roughs or lawns. A deep purple or blue of common violet,
blue of ground ivy (creeping Charlie), and yellows of dandelions and yellow rocket can be found
in the turf. To the untrained eye this may be the only time the weeds are noticed.
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Our seasonal colors of rough and lawn turf, from left to right, common blue violet, ground ivy,
and yellow rocket. Rincker 4-7-10
Another weed issue I noted while rating our Kentucky bluegrass trial was the emerging
knotweed seedlings. Prostrate knotweed is a common weed issue in compacted sites and can be
hard to control. Before seeding our Kentucky bluegrass trial last year we noticed there were
plenty of knotweed seedlings growing. This year seedlings can be found in most open areas
between plots. This summer annual spreads by seeds produced that can persist for long periods
of time.

Knotweed seedlings are the first summer annual weeds to germinate. A few stems from last
year’s growth still remain on the soil surface. Rincker 4-7-10
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Nick DeVries - ndevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
The new CDGA turf website is close to competition. I hope to get Two weeks ago I launched
the new CDGA Turf website and we are already seeing some good results. Each week I will
upload the scouting report to the website so it can be downloaded and shared. I plan to add
features to the site as the year progresses. I also just uploaded a new twitter background that I
made in Photoshop to the CDGA Turfgrass twitter page (see image).

If you tweet, please add and follow us at http://twitter.com/CDGATurf. Another thing I have
been working on lately is a search engine optimization campaign for CDGATurf.com. SEO
(search engine optimization) is the process of improving the amount of visits a web site receives
from search engines. The objective is to have your website listed first in a search engine results
page. Sounds pretty simple right? I’ll just write an e-mail to Google and ask them to list me
first. I wish it were that simple. Google uses a complex algorithm to index web pages based on
linkbacks, keywords, content, meta tags, and much more. For example, when I search ‘turfgrass
research’ in google, the CDGA Turf website currently shows up 83rd. With our new SEO
strategy we can expect to see results in 1-2 months. Follow this link to learn more about SEO
http://bit.ly/9dRKSs.
If you would like to help the CDGA Turfgrass program, then please create a link to our website
at http://www.cdgaturf.com.
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IL Weather – Min/Max air temperatures (degrees F). April Fools again? Highs 40-50s in
northern IL vs. balmy 70s in southern IL http://www.isws.illinois.edu/warm/mapdesc.asp
Minimum air temperature

Maximum air temperature

Precipitation to 7am 4-8-10. A 24 h period of rainfall
meant signifant accumulations to parts of IL (red is most).
Location
inches
1.45
BLOOMINGTON
0.95
JOLIET
0.81
KANKAKEE
0.21
ROCKFORD AIRPORT
0.16
CHAMPAIGN AIRPORT
0.12
ST. CHARLES
0.11
CARBONDALE AIRPORT
0.04
PEORIA AIRPORT
-----Chicago suburbs----0.37
CHICAGO MIDWAY
0.17
OAK BROOK
0.11
GLENCOE BOTANIC
0.09
AURORA AIRPORT
0.08
CHICAGO OHARE
0.08
BARRINGTON
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Chicago roughs mowed! Rapid green-up of Kentucky bluegrass is evident to Ruby. Settle 4-7-10

Off, Off, Off. Jumper sees putting surfaces recovering quickly from winter injury. Settle 4-7-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Keith, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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